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Abstract. The irreducible modules for the parafermion vertex operator algebra associated to any finite dimensional Lie algebra \( g \) and any positive integer \( k \) are classified, the quantum dimensions are computed and the fusion rules are determined.

1. Introduction

This paper is a continuation of \cite{25} and \cite{30} on the parafermion vertex operator algebra \( K(\mathfrak{g},k) \) associated to any finite dimensional simple Lie algebra \( \mathfrak{g} \) and positive integer \( k \). In particular, we identify the irreducible modules listed in \cite{25}, compute the quantum dimensions and determine the fusion rules for \( K(\mathfrak{g},k) \). In the case \( \mathfrak{g} = \mathfrak{sl}_2 \), these results have been obtained previously in \cite{3} and \cite{30}.

Closely related to the \( Z \)-algebras \cite{47}, \cite{48}, \cite{49}, the parafermion conformal field theory \cite{56} and the generalized vertex operator algebras \cite{15}, the parafermion vertex operator algebra \( K(\mathfrak{g},k) \) is the commutant of the Heisenberg vertex operator algebra associated to the Cartan subalgebra \( \mathfrak{h} \) of \( \mathfrak{g} \) in the affine vertex operator algebra \( L^{\mathfrak{g}}(k,0) \). The structure of the parafermion vertex operator algebras has been studied extensively in \cite{13}, \cite{14}, \cite{27}. The representation theory of \( K(\mathfrak{g},k) \) has also been understood well due to the recent work \cite{28}, \cite{3}–\cite{4}, and \cite{25}. Precisely, \( K(\mathfrak{g},k) \) is \( C_2 \)-cofinite \cite{3}, \cite{54}, the irreducible modules for \( K(\mathfrak{sl}_2,k) \) are classified and rationality of \( K(\mathfrak{sl}_2,k) \) is obtained in \cite{3}–\cite{4}. The irreducible modules and the rationality of \( K(\mathfrak{g},k) \) for general \( \mathfrak{g} \) are determined in \cite{25} with the help from \cite{54}, \cite{45}, and \cite{7}.

The quantum dimensions of modules for vertex operator algebras \cite{12} or Frobenius-Perron dimensions for fusion category \cite{31} play essential roles in this paper. According to \cite{36}, \cite{37}, the category \( C_V \) of modules of a rational and \( C_2 \)-cofinite vertex operator algebra \( V \) under the tensor product defined in \cite{35},\cite{39},\cite{41} is a braided fusion tensor category over \( \mathbb{C} \). It is essentially proved in \cite{12} that the quantum dimension of irreducible module for \( V \) is exactly the Frobenius-Perron dimension of the simple object in the category \( C_V \). This enables us to freely use the quantum dimensions and Frobenius-Perron dimension whenever it is convenient.
The quantum dimensions of irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g},k)$-modules are computed first. It is well known that the irreducible modules for rational vertex operator algebra $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,0)$ are exactly the level $k$ integral highest weight modules $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,\Lambda)$ where $\Lambda$ is a dominant weight of $\mathfrak{g}$ such that $(\Lambda,\theta) \leq k$ and $\theta$ is the maximal root of $\mathfrak{g}$ and $(\theta,\theta) = 2$ [34, 46]. The set of such $\Lambda$ is denoted by $P^k_+$. Let $Q$ be the root lattice of $\mathfrak{g}$ and $Q_L$ be the sublattice of $Q$ spanned by the long roots of $\mathfrak{g}$. As we will see, the dual lattice $Q_L^*$ is exactly the weight lattice $P$ of $\mathfrak{g}$. The lattice vertex operator algebra $V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L}$ and $V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L} \otimes K(\mathfrak{g},k)$ are subalgebras of $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,0)$ [43, 29]. Then as $V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L} \otimes K(\mathfrak{g},k)$-module, $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,\Lambda)$ has decomposition
\[ L_\mathfrak{g}(k,\Lambda) = \bigoplus_{i \in Q/kQ_L} V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L + \frac{1}{\sqrt{k}}(\Lambda + \beta_i)} \otimes M^{\Lambda,\Lambda+\beta_i}, \]
where $Q = \bigcup_{i \in Q/kQ_L} (kQ_L + \beta_i)$ and $M^{\Lambda,\Lambda+\beta_i}$ is an irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g},k)$-module [25]. It turns out that the quantum dimension of each $M^{\Lambda,\Lambda+\beta_i}$ as $K(\mathfrak{g},k)$-module equals to the quantum dimension of $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,\Lambda)$ as $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,0)$-module. It follows from [29] that the quantum dimension of $M^{\Lambda,\Lambda+\beta_i}$ is equal to
\[ \prod_{\alpha > 0} \frac{(\Lambda + \rho, \alpha)_q}{(\rho, \alpha)_q}, \]
where $\alpha > 0$ means that $\alpha$ is a positive root and $n_q = \frac{q^n - q^{-n}}{q - q^{-1}}$ with $q = e^{\frac{2\pi i}{h^\vee}}$ and $h^\vee$ is the dual Coxeter number of $\mathfrak{g}$. This result is very useful in identifying these irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g},k)$-modules.

Let $\theta = \sum_{i=1}^l a_i \alpha_i$ where $\{\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_l\}$ is the set of simple roots and let $\Lambda_1, \ldots, \Lambda_l$ be the fundamental weights of $\mathfrak{g}$. According to [51], [52], if $a_i = 1$, then $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,k\Lambda_i)$ is a simple current and $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,k\Lambda_i) \otimes L_\mathfrak{g}(k,\Lambda) = L_\mathfrak{g}(k,\Lambda^{(i)})$ for any $\Lambda \in P^k_+$ where $\Lambda^{(i)} \in P^k_+$ is uniquely determined by $\Lambda$ and $i$. One can show that $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,\Lambda)$ and $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,\Lambda^{(i)})$ are isomorphic $K(\mathfrak{g},k)$-modules. This gives a nontrivial identification between irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g},k)$-modules $M^{\Lambda,\lambda}$ and $M^{\Lambda^{(i)},\lambda+k\Lambda}$ for any $\lambda \in \Lambda + Q$. As a result, the set
\[ \{M^{\Lambda,\Lambda+\beta_i} | \Lambda \in P^k_+, j \in Q/kQ_L \} \]
has at most $\frac{|P^k_+||Q/kQ_L|}{|P^k_+|}$ inequivalent irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g},k)$-modules. Using the relation between the global dimensions of $L_\mathfrak{g}(k,0)$ and $V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L} \otimes K(\mathfrak{g},k)$ from the category theory one can conclude that the identification given in [25] is complete and $K(\mathfrak{g},k)$ has exactly $\frac{|P^k_+||Q/kQ_L|}{|P^k_+|}$ inequivalent irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g},k)$-modules.

For the determination of the fusion rules, the quantum dimensions are used again. The connection between the quantum dimensions and the fusion product is the following equality:
\[ \text{qdim}_V(M \boxtimes N) = \text{qdim}_V M \cdot \text{qdim}_V N \]
for any rational and $C_2$-cofinite vertex operator algebra $V$ and its irreducible modules $M, N$ [12]. This quantum dimension equality gives an upper bound for the fusion rules among three irreducible $V$-modules. In a normal situation, one has found some intertwining operators among irreducible modules already. Using the
upper bounds from the quantum dimension equality, one can check if these intertwining operators give enough fusion rules. This is exactly how the fusion product

$M^{\Lambda_i, \Lambda_1 + \beta, i} \otimes M^{\Lambda_2, \Lambda_2 + \beta, j} = \sum_{\Lambda_3 \in P^+} N_{\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2} \Lambda_3$ $M^{\Lambda_3, \Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2 + \beta, i + \beta, j}$

is obtained for $\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2 \in P^+$ and $i, j \in Q/kQ_L$ where $N_{\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2}$ are the fusion rules for irreducible $L_{\hat{g}}(k, 0)$-modules:

$L_{\hat{g}}(k, \Lambda_1) \otimes L_{\hat{g}}(k, \Lambda_2) = \sum_{\Lambda_3 \in P^+} N_{\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2} L_{\hat{g}}(k, \Lambda_3)$.

The fusion rules in [8] and [30] are computed in the same fashion.

The paper is organized as follows. We review the basics on quantum dimensions from the theory of vertex operator algebras [12] and the Frobenius-Perron dimensions from the fusion tensor category [31] and discuss their properties and connections in Section 2. We recall the construction of the parafermion vertex operator algebras $K(g, k)$ and their representations [25] in Section 3. We also give an elementary result on the weight lattice $P$ and the dual lattice $Q_L$ for a simple Lie algebra $g$. In Section 4 we discuss the computation of quantum dimensions of the irreducible $K(g, k)$-modules. We finish the identification of the irreducible $K(g, k)$-modules and the determination of the fusion rules in Section 5.

2. The Frobenius-Perron dimensions and the quantum dimensions

In this section we review the basic properties of the Frobenius-Perron dimensions from the fusion category and the quantum dimensions from the vertex operator algebras. In the case the fusion category is the module category for a rational, $C_2$-cofinite vertex operator algebra, we discuss the connection between these dimensions.

We first collect basics of the fusion categories and the Frobenius-Perron dimensions from [5], [31], and [10].

Let $C$ be a fusion category [5]. That is, $C$ is a semisimple rigid monoidal category with finite dimensional spaces of morphisms, finitely many irreducible objects and an irreducible unit object $1_C$. We use $K(C)$ to denote the Grothendieck ring of $C$. According to [31] we have

**Theorem 2.1.** There exists a unique ring homomorphism $FPdim : K(C) \to \mathbb{R}$ such that $FPdim_C(X) > 0$ for all $X \in C$.

The $FPdim_C(X)$ is called the Frobenius-Perron dimension of $X \in C$. One can also define the Frobenius-Perron dimension for the category $C$:

$FPdim(C) = \sum_{X \in O(C)} FPdim_C(X)^2$,

where $O(C)$ is the equivalence classes of the simple objects in $C$.

An algebra in a monoidal category $C$ is an object $A \in C$ which is an associative algebra [55]. Let $C_A$ be the right $A$-module category. An algebra $A \in C$ is said to be étale if it is commutative and the $C_A$ is semisimple. We say that an étale algebra $A$ is connected if $\dim Hom_C(1, A) = 1$. Using the braiding we can define two left $A$-module structures on a right $A$-module $M$ by

$A \otimes M \xrightarrow{c_A, M} M \otimes A \to M$
or

\[ A \otimes M \overset{c_{MA}}{\rightarrow} M \otimes A \rightarrow M, \]

where \( c_{A,M} \) is the braiding. As a result we get two \( A \)-bimodules \( M_+ \) and \( M_- \). An \( A \)-module \( M \) is called dyslectic if the identity map on \( M \) gives an isomorphism of \( A \)-bimodules \( M_+ \) and \( M_- \). Let \( C_A^0 \) be the subcategory of \( C_A \) consisting of dyslectic modules. The following result from [31] and [10] is important in this paper.

**Theorem 2.2.** Let \( C \) be a fusion category and let \( A \) be a connected étale algebra in \( C \). Then

\[ (\text{FPdim}_C A) \text{FPdim} C_A = \text{FPdim} C \]

and

\[ (\text{FPdim}_C A)^2 \text{FPdim} C_A^0 = \text{FPdim} C. \]

We now turn to the theory of vertex operator algebra. Let \( V = (V,Y,1,\omega) \) be a vertex operator algebra (cf. [6] and [33]). Here are some basics on vertex operator algebras.

A vertex operator algebra \( V \) is of CFT type if \( V \) is simple, \( V = \bigoplus_{n \geq 0} V_n \) and \( V_0 = \mathbb{C}1 \) [22].

A vertex operator algebra \( V \) is called \( C_2 \)-cofinite if \( \dim V/C_2(V) < \infty \) where \( C_2(V) \) is the subspace of \( V \) spanned by \( u_{-2}v \) for \( u,v \in V \) [57].

A weak \( V \)-module \( M = (M,Y_M) \) is a vector space equipped with a linear map

\[ V \rightarrow (\text{End} M)[[z^{-1},z]] \]

\[ v \mapsto Y_M(v,z) = \sum_{n \in \mathbb{Z}} v_n z^{-n-1} \quad (v_n \in \text{End} M) \quad \text{for} \quad v \in V \]

satisfying the following conditions for \( u,v \in V, \ w \in M \):

- \( v_n w = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad n \in \mathbb{Z} \) sufficiently large;
- \( Y_M(1,z) = 1; \)
- \( z_0^{-1} \delta \left( \frac{z_1 - z_2}{z_0} \right) Y_M(u,z_1)Y_M(v,z_2) - z_0^{-1} \delta \left( \frac{z_2 - z_1}{z_0} \right) Y_M(v,z_2)Y_M(u,z_1) = z_2^{-1} \delta \left( \frac{z_1 - z_0}{z_2} \right) Y_M(Y(u,z_0)v,z_2). \)

An (ordinary) \( V \)-module is a weak \( V \)-module \( M \) which is \( \mathbb{C} \)-graded

\[ M = \bigoplus_{\lambda \in \mathbb{C}} M_{\lambda} \]

such that \( \dim M_{\lambda} \) is finite and \( M_{\lambda+n} = 0 \) for fixed \( \lambda \) and \( n \in \mathbb{Z} \) small enough, where \( M_{\lambda} \) is the eigenspace for \( L(0) \) with eigenvalue \( \lambda \):

\[ L(0)w = \lambda w = (wt)w, \quad w \in M_{\lambda}. \]

An admissible \( V \)-module is a weak \( V \)-module \( M \) which carries a \( \mathbb{Z}_+ \)-grading

\[ M = \bigoplus_{n \in \mathbb{Z}_+} M(n) \]

(\( \mathbb{Z}_+ \) is the set of all nonnegative integers) such that if \( r,m \in \mathbb{Z}, n \in \mathbb{Z}_+ \) and \( a \in V_r \), then

\[ a_m M(n) \subseteq M(r + n - m - 1). \]
Note that any ordinary module is an admissible module.

A vertex operator algebra \( V \) is called rational if any admissible module is a direct sum of irreducible admissible modules \([17]\). It was proved in \([18]\) that if \( V \) is rational, then there are only finitely many inequivalent irreducible admissible modules \( V = M^0, \ldots, M^p \) and each irreducible admissible module is an ordinary module. Each \( M^i \) has weight space decomposition

\[
M^i = \bigoplus_{n \geq 0} M_{\lambda_i+n}^i,
\]

where \( \lambda_i \in \mathbb{C} \) is a complex number such that \( M_{\lambda_i}^i \neq 0 \) and \( M_{\lambda_i+n}^i \) is the eigenspace of \( L(0) \) with eigenvalue \( \lambda_i + n \). The \( \lambda_i \) is called the conformal weight of \( M^i \). If \( V \) is both rational and \( C_2 \)-cofinite, then \( \lambda_i \) and central charge \( c \) are rational numbers \([19]\).

In the rest of this paper we assume the following:

(V1) \( V = \bigoplus_{n \geq 0} V_n \) is a vertex operator algebra of CFT type,

(V2) \( V \) is \( C_2 \)-cofinite and rational,

(V3) The conformal weight \( \lambda_i \) is nonnegative and \( \lambda_i = 0 \) if and only if \( i = 0 \).

Let \( M = \bigoplus_{\lambda \in \mathbb{C}} M_{\lambda} \) be a \( V \)-module. Set \( M' = \bigoplus_{\lambda \in \mathbb{C}} M_{\lambda}^* \), the restricted dual of \( M \). It is proved in \([32]\) that \( M' = (M', Y') \) is naturally a \( V \)-module such that

\[
(Y'(a, z)u, v) = \langle u', Y(e^{zL(1)}(-z^{-2})L(0))a, z^{-1}v \rangle,
\]

for \( a \in V, u' \in M' \) and \( v \in M \), and \( (M')' \cong M \). Moreover, if \( M \) is irreducible, so is \( M' \). A \( V \)-module \( M \) is said to be self dual if \( M \) and \( M' \) are isomorphic.

Recall from \([32]\) the notion of intertwining operator and fusion rule. Let \( W^i = (W^i, Y_{W^i}) \) for \( i = 1, 2, 3 \) be \( V \)-modules. An intertwining operator \( \mathcal{Y}(\cdot, z) \) of type \( \left( \begin{array}{c} W^3 \\ W^1 \\ W^2 \end{array} \right) \) is a linear map

\[
\mathcal{Y}(\cdot, z) : W^1 \rightarrow \text{Hom}(W^2, W^3) \{z\}, \quad v^1 \mapsto \mathcal{Y}(v^1, z) = \sum_{n \in \mathbb{C}} v^1_n z^{-n-1}
\]

such that

(i) For any \( v^1 \in W^1, v^2 \in W^2 \) and \( \lambda \in \mathbb{C}, v^1_{n+\lambda} v^2 = 0 \) for \( n \in \mathbb{Z} \) sufficiently large.

(ii) For any \( a \in V, v^1 \in W^1 \),

\[
z_0^{-1} \delta(\frac{z_1 - z_2}{z_0}) Y_{W^3}(a, z_1) \mathcal{Y}(v^1, z_2) - z_2^{-1} \delta(\frac{z_1 - z_2}{-z_0}) \mathcal{Y}(v^1, z_2) Y_{W^2}(a, z_1)
\]

\[= z_2^{-1} \delta(\frac{z_1 - z_0}{z_2}) \mathcal{Y}(Y_{W^1}(a, z_0) v^1, z_2).\]

(iii) For \( v^1 \in W^1 \), \( \frac{d}{dz} \mathcal{Y}(v^1, z) = \mathcal{Y}(L(-1)v^1, z) \).

The intertwining operators of type \( \left( \begin{array}{c} W^3 \\ W^1 \\ W^2 \end{array} \right) \) form a vector space denoted by

\[
I_V \left( \begin{array}{c} W^3 \\ W^1 \\ W^2 \end{array} \right).
\]
The dimension $N_{W^3,W^2}^{W^3}$ of $I_V\left(\begin{array}{c} W^3 \\ W^1 W^2 \end{array} \right)$ is called the fusion rule of type $\left(\begin{array}{c} W^3 \\ W^1 W^2 \end{array} \right)$. It is proved in [1] that the fusion rules for three irreducible modules are finite.

The following two propositions can be found in [2].

**Proposition 2.3.** Let $V$ be a vertex operator algebra and let $W^1$, $W^2$, $W^3$ be $V$-modules among which $W^1$ and $W^2$ are irreducible. Suppose that $U$ is a vertex operator subalgebra of $V$ (with the same Virasoro element) and that $N^1$ and $N^2$ are irreducible $U$-submodules of $W^1$ and $W^2$, respectively. Then the restriction map from $I_V(W^3,W^2)$ to $I_U(N^1,N^2)$ is injective. In particular,

$$\dim I_V\left(\begin{array}{c} W^3 \\ W^1 W^2 \end{array} \right) \leq \dim I_U\left(\begin{array}{c} W^3 \\ N^1 N^2 \end{array} \right).$$

Let $V^1$ and $V^2$ be vertex operator algebras, let $W^i (i = 1, 2, 3)$ be $V^1$-modules and let $N^i (i = 1, 2, 3)$ be $V^2$-modules. Then $W^i \otimes N^i (i = 1, 2, 3)$ are $V^1 \otimes V^2$-modules [32].

**Proposition 2.4.** If $N_{W^1,W^2}^{W^3} < \infty$ or $N_{N^1,N^2}^{N^3} < \infty$, then

$$N_{W^1 \otimes N^1, W^2 \otimes N^2}^{W^3, N^3} = N_{W^1,W^2}^{W^3} N_{N^1,N^2}^{N^3}.$$

Let $W^1$ and $W^2$ be two $V$-modules. A tensor product for the ordered pair $(W^1, W^2)$ is a pair $(W, F(\cdot,z))$, which consists of a $V$-module $W$ and an intertwining operator $F(\cdot,z)$ of type $\left(\begin{array}{c} W \\ W^1 W^2 \end{array} \right)$, such that the following universal property holds: For any $V$-module $M$ and any intertwining operator $I(\cdot,z)$ of type $\left(\begin{array}{c} M \\ W^1 W^2 \end{array} \right)$, there exists a unique $V$-homomorphism $\phi$ from $W$ to $M$ such that $I(\cdot,z) = \phi \circ F(\cdot,z)$. It is clear from the definition that if a tensor product of $W^1$ and $W^2$ exists, it is unique up to isomorphism. In this case, we denote the tensor product by $W^1 \boxtimes W^2$.

The following results are obtained in [39], [40], [41] and [35], [36], [37].

**Theorem 2.5.** Let $V$ be a vertex operator algebra satisfying conditions (V1)-(V3).

1. The tensor product of any two $V$-modules $M \boxtimes N$ exists. In particular, $M^i \boxtimes M^j$ of $M^i$ and $M^j$ exists and is equal to $\sum_k N_{i,j}^{k} M^k$ for any $i,j \in \{0,\ldots,p\}$.

2. The $V$-module category $C_V$ is a fusion category.

The modular transformation of trace functions of irreducible modules of vertex operator algebra [57] is another important ingredient in this paper. Another vertex operator algebra structure $(V, Y[\cdot,z], 1, \omega-c/24)$ is defined on $V$ in [57] with grading

$$V = \bigoplus_{n \geq 0} V_{[n]}.$$

For $v \in V_{[n]}$ we write $wt(v) = n$. We denote $v_{n-1}$ by $o(v)$ for $v \in V_n$ and extend to $V$ linearly. For $i = 0, \ldots, p$ and $v \in V$, we set

$$Z_i(v, q) = \text{tr}_{M^i} o(v) q^{L(0)-c/24} = \sum_{n \geq 0} \left(\text{tr}_{M^i_{\lambda^n + n}} o(v)\right) q^{\lambda^n + n-c/24}.$$
which is a formal power series in variable $q$. The constant $c$ here is the central charge of $V$. The $Z_i(1, q)$ which is denoted by $\text{ch}_q \: M^i$ sometimes is called the $q$-character of $M^i$. The $Z_i(v, q)$ converges to a holomorphic function in $0 < |q| < 1$ [57]. Let $\mathbb{H} = \{ \tau \in \mathbb{C} \mid \text{Im} \tau > 0 \}$ be the upper half complex plane and $q = e^{2\pi i \tau}$ with $\tau \in \mathbb{H}$. Denote by $Z_i(v, \tau)$ the holomorphic function $Z_i(v, q)$ on $\mathbb{H}$.

Note that the modular group $SL_2(\mathbb{Z})$ acts on $\mathbb{H}$ in an obvious way.

**Theorem 2.6.** Let $V$ be a vertex operator algebra satisfying (V1)-(V3).

(1) There is a group homomorphism $\rho : SL_2(\mathbb{Z}) \to GL_{p+1}(\mathbb{C})$ with $\rho(\gamma) = (\gamma_{ij})$ such that for any $0 \leq i \leq p$ and $v \in V_{[n]}$

$$Z_i(v, \gamma \tau) = (c\tau + d)^n \sum_{j=0}^{p} \gamma_{ij} \: Z_j(v, \tau).$$

(2) Each $Z_i(v, \gamma \tau)$ is a modular form of weight $n$ over a congruence subgroup $\Gamma(m)$ for some $m \geq 1$.

Part (1) of the theorem was obtained in [57] and Part (2) was established in [23].

The matrices

$$S = \rho_V \left( \begin{array}{cc} 0 & -1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{array} \right) \quad \text{and} \quad T = \rho_V \left( \begin{array}{cc} 1 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 \end{array} \right)$$

are respectively called the genus one $S$ and $T$-matrices of $V$.

Finally we can define the quantum dimension. Let $V$ be as before and let $M$ be a $V$-module. Then $M = \sum_{i=0}^{p} M^i$ is a direct sum of finitely many irreducible $V$-modules. Then both $Z_V(\tau) = Z_0(1, \tau)$ and $Z_M(\tau) = Z_M(1, \tau)$ exist. The quantum dimension of $M$ over $V$ is defined as

$$\text{qdim}_V M = \lim_{y \to 0} \frac{Z_M(iy)}{Z_V(iy)} = \lim_{q \to 1} \frac{\text{ch}_q \: M}{\text{ch}_q \: V},$$

where $y$ is real and positive and $\text{ch}_q \: M$ is the $q$-character of $M$.

The following result was given in [12].

**Theorem 2.7.** Let $V$ be a vertex operator algebra satisfying (V1)-(V3).

(1) $\text{qdim}_V M^i = \frac{S_{1i}}{S_{00}}$ exists and is greater than or equal to 1 for all $i$ where $S = (S_{ij})$.

(2) $\text{qdim}_V M^i$ is the maximal eigenvalue of the fusion matrix $N(i) = (N_{ij})_{jk}$.

(3) $\text{qdim}_V M^i \otimes M^j = \text{qdim}_V M^i \cdot \text{qdim}_V M^j$ for all $i, j$.

(4) $M^i$ is a simple current if and only if $\text{qdim}_V M^i = 1$.

By Theorems 2.1, 2.5 and 2.7, we see the relation between the quantum dimension and the Frobenius-Perron dimension: $\text{qdim}_V M^i = \text{FPdim}_{C_V}(M^i)$ for all $i$.

We also define the global dimension

$$\text{glob}(V) = \sum_{i=0}^{p} (\text{qdim}_V M^i)^2.$$

It is clear that $\text{glob}(V) = \text{FPdim}(C_V)$.

An extension $U$ of $V$ is a simple vertex operator algebra containing $V$. Then $U$ is again $C_2$-cofinite [11]. Here we quote a recent result from [38].

**Theorem 2.8.** Let $V$ be a vertex operator algebra satisfying (V1)-(V3).

(1) If $U$ is an extension vertex operator algebra of $V$, then $U$ induces an étale algebra $A_U$ in $C_V$ such that $A_U$ is isomorphic to $U$ as a $V$-module.
(2) If $U$ is a $V$-module having integral conformal weight and $U$ is a commutative algebra in $C_V$, then $U$ has a vertex operator algebra structure such that $U$ is an extension vertex operator algebra of $V$.

(3) $U$ is rational.

**Theorem 2.9.** Let $V$ be a vertex operator algebra satisfying (V1)-(V3) and let a simple vertex operator algebra $U$ be an extension of $V$. Then $U$ also satisfies (V1)-(V3) and

$$\text{glob}(V) = \text{glob}(U)(qdim_V U)^2.$$  

**Proof.** The theorem is a combination of [44], Theorem 2.2, [12], and [38]. In this case, let $C$ be the category of $V$-modules and $A = U$ an algebra in $C$. Then $C^0$ is the $U$-module category by [44]. □

We now consider two vertex operator algebras $V^1, V^2$ satisfying conditions (V1)-(V3). Then it is easy to see that the tensor product vertex operator algebra $V^1 \otimes V^2$ [32] also satisfies assumptions (V1)-(V3).

**Lemma 2.10.** Let $M$ be a $V^1$-module and let $N$ be a $V^2$-module. Then

$$qdim_{V^1 \otimes V^2} M \otimes N = qdim_{V^1} M \cdot qdim_{V^2} N,$$

$$\text{glob}(V^1 \otimes V^2) = \text{glob}(V^1)\text{glob}(V^2).$$

**Proof.** The equality $qdim_{V^1 \otimes V^2} M \otimes N = qdim_{V^1} M \cdot qdim_{V^2} N$ follows from the fact that $Z_{M \otimes N}(\tau) = Z_M(\tau)Z_N(\tau)$ and the equality

$$\text{glob}(V^1 \otimes V^2) = \text{glob}(V^1)\text{glob}(V^2)$$

follows from the first equality and the fact that the irreducible $V^1 \otimes V^2$-modules are exactly $M \otimes N$ where $M$ is an irreducible $V^1$-module and $N$ is an irreducible $V^2$-module [32]. □

### 3. Parafermion vertex operator algebras

In this section we recall the parafermion vertex operator algebra $K(g, k)$ and its representations associated to any finite dimensional simple Lie algebra $g$ and positive integer $k$ from [29].

Let $g$ be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra with a Cartan subalgebra $h$. We denote the corresponding root system by $\Delta$ and the root lattice by $Q$. Fix an invariant symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form $\langle, \rangle$ on $g$ such that $\langle \alpha, \alpha \rangle = 2$ if $\alpha$ is a long root, where we have identified $h$ with $h^*$ via $\langle, \rangle$. We denote the image of $\alpha \in h^*$ in $h$ by $t_\alpha$. That is, $\alpha(h) = \langle t_\alpha, h \rangle$ for any $h \in h$. Fix simple roots $\{\alpha_1, ..., \alpha_l\}$ and let $\Delta_+$ be the set of corresponding positive roots. Denote the highest root by $\theta$.

Recall that the weight lattice $P$ of $g$ consists of $\lambda \in h^*$ such that $\frac{2(\lambda, \alpha)}{\langle \alpha, \alpha \rangle} \in \mathbb{Z}$ for all $\alpha \in \Delta$. It is well-known that $P = \bigoplus_{i=1}^l \mathbb{Z}\Lambda_i$ where $\Lambda_i$ are the fundamental weights defined by the equation $\frac{2(\Lambda_i, \alpha)}{\langle \alpha, \alpha \rangle} = \delta_{i,j}$. Let $P_+$ be the subset of $P$ consisting of the dominant weight $\Lambda \in P$ in the sense that $\frac{2(\Lambda, \alpha_j)}{\langle \alpha_j, \alpha_j \rangle}$ is nonnegative for all $j$. For any nonnegative integer $k$ we also let $P_+^k$ be the subset of $P_+$ consisting of $\Lambda$ satisfying $\langle \Lambda, \theta \rangle \leq k$. 
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Let $Q = \sum_{i=1}^{l} \mathbb{Z} \alpha_i$ be the root lattice and $Q_L$ be the sublattice of $Q$ spanned by the long roots. Recall that the dual lattice $Q_L^*$ consists $\lambda \in \mathfrak{h}^*$ such that $\langle \lambda, \alpha \rangle \in \mathbb{Z}$ for all $\alpha \in Q_L$.

For the purpose of identifying the irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$-module, we need the following lemma.

**Lemma 3.1.** For any simple Lie algebra $\mathfrak{g}$, $Q_L^0 = P$.

**Proof.** The result is obvious if $\mathfrak{g}$ is a Lie algebra of type $A, D, E$ as $\langle \alpha, \alpha \rangle = 2$ if $\alpha$ is a long root. We now assume that $\mathfrak{g}$ is a Lie algebra of other type. First, observe that $P \subset Q_L^0$. It remains to show that $Q_L^0 \subset P$. We will do a verification case by case using the root systems given in [42].

(1) Type $B_l$. Let $E = \mathbb{R}^l$ with the standard orthonormal basis $\{\epsilon_1, \ldots, \epsilon_l\}$. Then

$$\Delta = \{\pm \epsilon_i, \pm (\epsilon_i \pm \epsilon_j) | i \neq j\}.$$ 

Let $\lambda \in Q_L^0$. Then $\langle \lambda, (\epsilon_i \pm \epsilon_j) \rangle \in \mathbb{Z}$ for all $i \neq j$. This implies that $\langle \lambda, \epsilon_i \rangle \in \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{Z}$ and $\frac{2\langle \lambda, \alpha \rangle}{\langle \alpha, \alpha \rangle} \in \mathbb{Z}$ if $\alpha$ is a short root. That is, $\lambda \in P$.

(2) Type $C_l$. In this case,

$$\Delta = \{\pm \sqrt{2} \epsilon_i, \pm \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\epsilon_i \pm \epsilon_j) | i \neq j\}.$$ 

If $\lambda \in Q_L^0$, then $\langle \lambda, \epsilon_i \rangle \in \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \mathbb{Z}$ and $\frac{2\langle \lambda, \alpha \rangle}{\langle \alpha, \alpha \rangle} \in \mathbb{Z}$ if $\alpha$ is a short root.

(3) Type $F_4$. Let $E = \mathbb{R}^4$. Then

$$\Delta = \{\pm \epsilon_i, \pm (\epsilon_i \pm \epsilon_j), \pm \frac{1}{2} (\epsilon_1 \pm \epsilon_2 \pm \epsilon_3 \pm \epsilon_4) | i \neq j\}.$$ 

If $\lambda \in Q_L^0$, then $\langle \lambda, \epsilon_i \rangle \in \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \mathbb{Z}$ and $\frac{2\langle \lambda, \alpha \rangle}{\langle \alpha, \alpha \rangle} \in \mathbb{Z}$ if $\alpha$ is a short root.

(4) Type $G_2$. Let $E$ be the subspace of $\mathbb{R}^3$ orthogonal to $\epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2 + \epsilon_3$. Then

$$\Delta = \pm \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \{\epsilon_i - \epsilon_j, 2\epsilon_1 - \epsilon_2 - \epsilon_3, 2\epsilon_2 - \epsilon_1 - \epsilon_3, 2\epsilon_3 - \epsilon_1 - \epsilon_2 | i \neq j\}.$$ 

If $\lambda \in Q_L^0$, then

$$\langle \lambda, \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} (2\epsilon_1 - \epsilon_2 - \epsilon_3 - 2\epsilon_2 + \epsilon_1 + \epsilon_3) \rangle \in \mathbb{Z}.$$ 

This gives $\langle \lambda, \epsilon_i - \epsilon_j \rangle \in \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \mathbb{Z}$ and $\frac{2\langle \lambda, \alpha \rangle}{\langle \alpha, \alpha \rangle} \in \mathbb{Z}$ if $\alpha$ is a short root. Similarly, one can verify that $\frac{2\langle \lambda, \alpha \rangle}{\langle \alpha, \alpha \rangle} \in \mathbb{Z}$ for any short root $\alpha$. The proof is complete.

Let $\mathfrak{g} = \mathfrak{g} \otimes \mathbb{C}[t, t^{-1}] \otimes C K$ be the affine Lie algebra. Fix a nonnegative integer $k$. For any $\Lambda \in P^k_+$ let $L(\Lambda)$ be the irreducible highest weight $\mathfrak{g}$-module with highest weight $\Lambda$ and let $L_{\mathfrak{g}}(k, \Lambda)$ be the unique irreducible $\mathfrak{g}$-module such that $L_{\mathfrak{g}}(k, \Lambda)$ is generated by $L(\Lambda)$ and $\mathfrak{g} \otimes t^n L(\Lambda) = 0$ for $t > 0$ and $K$ acts as constant $k$. The following result is well known (cf. [34], [46], [57]):

**Theorem 3.2.** The $L_{\mathfrak{g}}(k, 0)$ is a vertex operator algebra satisfying conditions (V1)-(V3). Namely, $L_{\mathfrak{g}}(k, 0)$ is a simple, rational and $C_2$-cofinite vertex operator algebra whose irreducible modules are $L_{\mathfrak{g}}(k, \Lambda)$ for $\Lambda \in P^k_+$ and the weight $\lambda_{L_{\mathfrak{g}}(k, \Lambda)}$ of $L_{\mathfrak{g}}(k, \Lambda)$ is $\frac{(\Lambda + 2\rho, \Lambda)}{2(k+\sqrt{\rho})}$ where $\rho = \sum_{i=1}^{l} \Lambda_i$ and $h^\vee$ is the dual Coxeter number.
Let $\theta = \sum_{i=1}^{l} a_i \alpha_i$. Here is a list of $a_i = 1$ using the labeling from [43]:

\begin{align*}
A_l : & \quad a_1, ..., a_l, \\
B_l : & \quad a_1, \\
C_l : & \quad a_l, \\
D_l : & \quad a_1, a_{l-1}, a_l, \\
E_6 : & \quad a_1, a_5, \\
E_7 : & \quad a_6.
\end{align*}

Denote by $I$ the set of $i$ with $a_i = 1$. It is easy to see that the cardinality of $I$ is equal to $|P/Q| - 1$ [52].

Let $M_\mathfrak{h}(k)$ be the vertex operator subalgebra of $L_\mathfrak{h}(k, 0)$ generated by $h(-1)\mathbf{1}$ for $h \in \mathfrak{h}$. For $\lambda \in \mathfrak{h}^*$, denote by $M_\mathfrak{h}(k, \lambda)$ the irreducible highest weight module for $\mathfrak{h}$ with a highest weight vector $e^\lambda$ such that $h(0) e^\lambda = \lambda(h) e^\lambda$ for $h \in \mathfrak{h}$. The parafermion vertex operator algebra $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$ is the commutant [34] of $M_\mathfrak{h}(k)$ in $L_\mathfrak{g}(k, 0)$. We have the following decomposition:

$$L_\mathfrak{g}(k, \Lambda) = \bigoplus_{\lambda \in Q + \Lambda} M_\mathfrak{h}(k, \lambda) \otimes M^{\Lambda, \lambda}$$

as $M_\mathfrak{h}(k) \otimes K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$-module. Moreover, $M^{0,0} = K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$ and $M^{\Lambda, \lambda}$ is an irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$-module [25].

It is proved in [29] that the lattice vertex operator algebra $V_{\sqrt{k}QL}$ is a vertex operator subalgebra of $L_\mathfrak{g}(k, 0)$ and the parafermion vertex operator algebra $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$ is also a commutant of $V_{\sqrt{k}QL}$ in $L_\mathfrak{g}(k, 0)$. This gives us another decomposition

$$L_\mathfrak{g}(k, \Lambda) = \bigoplus_{i \in I} V_{\sqrt{k}QL + \frac{1}{\sqrt{k}}(\Lambda + \beta_i)} \otimes M^{\Lambda, \Lambda + \beta_i}$$

as modules for $V_{\sqrt{k}QL} \otimes K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$ where $M^{\Lambda, \Lambda}$ is as before and $Q = \bigcup_{i \in I} (kQL + \beta_i)$.

Here are the main results on $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$.

**Theorem 3.3.** Let $\mathfrak{g}$ be a simple Lie algebra and let $k$ be a positive integer.

1. The $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$ is a vertex operator algebra satisfying conditions (V1)-(V3).
2. For any $\Lambda \in P^k_+$, $\lambda \in \Lambda + Q$ and $\alpha \in Q_L$, $M^{\Lambda, \lambda} = M^{\Lambda, \lambda + k\alpha}$.
3. For each $i \in I$, $\Lambda \in P^k_+$ there exists a unique $\Lambda(i) \in P^k_+$ such that for any $\lambda \in \Lambda + Q$, $M^{\Lambda, \lambda} = M^{\Lambda(i), \lambda + k\Lambda_i}$.
4. Any irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$-module is isomorphic to $M^{\Lambda, \lambda}$ for some $\Lambda \in P^k_+$ and $\lambda \in \Lambda + Q$.

The $C_2$-cofiniteness of $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$ was obtained in [3] (also see [51]) and the rest of the results in the theorem can be found in [4] and [25].

The following result will be useful later.

**Lemma 3.4.** Fix $\Lambda \in P^k_+$ and $\lambda \in \Lambda + Q$. Let $A = \{\Lambda + \beta_j + kQL, j \in Q/kQL\}$. Then the set $\{(\Lambda, \Lambda + kQL), (\Lambda(i), \Lambda + k\Lambda_i + kQL)|i \in I\}$ gives exactly $|I| + 1$ elements in $P^k_+ \times A$.
Proof. It is proved in [25] that \((\Lambda, \lambda + kQ_L)\) is different from \((\Lambda^{(i)}, \lambda + k\Lambda_i + kQ_L)\) for \(i \in I\). Let \(i, j \in I\) be distinct. We can assume that \(\Lambda^{(i)} = \Lambda^{(j)}\). Then
\[
(\Lambda^{(i)}, \lambda + k\Lambda_i + kQ_L) = (\Lambda^{(j)}, \lambda + k\Lambda_j + kQ_L)
\]
if and only if \(\Lambda_i - \Lambda_j \in Q_L\). If \(g\) is of \(A, D, E\) type, this cannot happen. For type \(B_i\) and \(C_i\) the cardinality of \(I\) is 1. The proof is complete. \(\square\)

From Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 we immediately have:

Corollary 3.5. Let \(g\) be a simple Lie algebra and let \(k\) be a positive integer. Then \(K(g, k)\) has at most \(\frac{|P^+||Q/kQ_L|}{|P/Q|}\) inequivalent irreducible modules.

4. Quantum Dimensions of the Parafermion Vertex Operator Algebras

In this section we compute the quantum dimensions of irreducible \(K(g, k)\)-modules. The ideas and methods here are different from those used in [28]. We do not need the \(S\)-matrix for the computation.

First we need a result on the quantum dimension in orbifold theory from [12].

Let \(V\) be a simple vertex operator algebra and \(G\) a finite automorphism group of \(V\). Then \(V^G\) is a vertex operator subalgebra and \(V\) has a decomposition
\[
V = \bigoplus_{\chi \in \hat{G}} W_\chi \otimes V_\chi,
\]
where \(\hat{G}\) is the set of irreducible characters of \(G\) and \(W_\chi\) is the simple \(G\)-module with the character \(\chi\) and \(V_\chi\) is an irreducible \(V^G\)-module [24], [16]. We need the following result from [12].

Theorem 4.1. Let \(V\) be a vertex operator algebra satisfying (V1)-(V3) and let \(G\) be a finite automorphism group of \(V\) such that \(V\) is \(g\)-rational for every \(g \in G\) and any irreducible \(g\)-twisted \(V\)-module \(M = \bigoplus_{n \geq 0} M_{\lambda + \frac{r}{T}}\) has positive conformal weight \(\lambda\) if \(g \neq 1\) where \(T\) is the order of \(g\). Then \(\tilde{\dim}_{V^G} V_\chi = \dim W_\chi\).

The next result tells us how the rationality of \(V^G\) implies the \(g\)-rationality of all \(g \in G\).

Lemma 4.2. Let \(V\) be a simple vertex operator algebra and let \(G\) be a finite automorphism group of \(V\) such that both \(V\) and \(V^G\) satisfies assumptions (V1)-(V3). Then \(V\) is \(g\)-rational for all \(g \in G\) and the conformal weight of any irreducible \(g\)-twisted \(V\)-module is positive.

Proof. Since \(V^G\) satisfies assumptions (V1)-(V3), the vertex operator subalgebra \(V^{(g)}\) of \(V\) is \(C_2\)-cofinite [1] and rational [38]. Here we need some facts about associative algebra \(A_{g,n}(V)\) for \(g \in G\) and \(0 \leq n \in \frac{1}{T}\mathbb{Z}\) from [20], [21] where \(T\) is the order of \(g\). Let \(A_m(V) = A_{1,m}(V)\). The following are true: (1) \(V\) is \(g\)-rational if and only if \(A_{g,n}(V)\) is semisimple for all \(n\), (2) There is an onto algebra homomorphism from \(A_{[n]}(V^{(g)})\) to \(A_{g,n}(V)\) where \([n]\) is the largest integer less than or equal to \(n\). Since \(V^{(g)}\) is rational, \(A_{m}(V^{(g)})\) is semisimple for all \(m\). Thus, \(A_{g,n}(V)\) is semisimple for all \(n\) and \(V\) is \(g\)-rational.

It remains to prove that the conformal weight \(\lambda\) of any irreducible \(g\)-twisted \(V\)-module \(M\) is positive if \(g \neq 1\). Let \(T\) be the order of \(g\). Then \(M\) has decomposition
\[
M = \bigoplus_{n=0}^{\infty} M_{\lambda + \frac{r}{T}}
\]
such that $M_\lambda \neq 0$ where $M_{\lambda + \frac{n}{T}}$ is the eigenspace of $L(0)$ with eigenvalue $\lambda + \frac{n}{T}$ [18]. Moreover, for each $s = 0, \ldots, T - 1$ the subspace $\bigoplus_{n \in \mathbb{Z}} M_{\lambda + n + \frac{s}{T}} \neq 0$. If $\lambda = 0$, then there exists an irreducible $V^G$-submodule $W$ of $M$ isomorphic to $V^G$ as $V^G$-module whose conformal weight is 0. Let $V = \bigoplus_s V^s$, where $V^s$ is the irreducible $V^G$-module. Then $M = \sum_s V^s \cdot W$ where $V^s \cdot W$ is a subspace spanned by $u_0 W$ for $u \in V^s$ and $n \in \mathbb{Z}$. It is easy to see that $V^s \cdot W$ is isomorphic to $V^s$ as $G$-module. This implies that $M$ has only integral weights. This is a contradiction as $T \neq 1$. 

Recall the irreducible $K(g, k)$-module $M^{0, \beta_i}$ for $i \in Q/kQ_L$ from Section 3.

**Lemma 4.3.** The $M^{0, \beta_i}$ is a simple current.

**Proof.** We need to introduce a finite abelian group $G$ following [25]. Let $G$ be the dual group of the finite abelian group $Q/kQ_L$. Then $G$ is a group of automorphisms of $L_\beta(k, 0)$ such that $g \in G$ acts as $g(\beta_i + kQ_L)$ on $V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]} \otimes M^{0, \beta_i}$. Clearly, each $\beta_i + kQ_L$ is an irreducible character of $G$. So $V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]} \otimes M^{0, \beta_i}$ in the decomposition

$$L_\beta(k, 0) = \bigoplus_{i \in Q/kQ_L} V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]} \otimes M^{0, \beta_i}$$

corresponds to the character $\beta_i + kQ_L$. In particular, $L_\beta(k, 0)^G = V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]} \otimes K(g, k)$.

It follows from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 that $\text{qdim}_{V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]} \otimes K(g, k)} V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]} \otimes M^{0, \beta_i} = 1$. We can also use the $g$-rationality of $L_\beta(k, 0)$ from [50]. It is well known that every irreducible $V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]}$-module is a simple current [15]. Then by Lemma 2.10 that $\text{qdim}_{K(g, k)} M^{0, \beta_i} = 1$. Since $K(g, k)$ satisfies conditions (V1)-(V3). It follows that $M^{0, \beta_i}$ is a simple current.

One can also obtain Lemma 4.3 by using the mirror extension [53].

The next result asserts that all the irreducible $K(g, k)$-modules occurring in $L_\beta(k, \Lambda)$ for $\Lambda \in P^k_+$ have the same quantum dimension.

**Lemma 4.4.** Let $\Lambda \in P^k_+$ Then $\text{qdim}_{K(g, k)} M^{\Lambda, \Lambda} = \text{qdim}_{K(g, k)} M^{\Lambda, \Lambda}$ for all $\Lambda \in \Lambda + Q$.

**Proof.** By Theorem 5.3 every $M^{\Lambda, \Lambda}$ for $\Lambda \in \Lambda + Q$ is isomorphic to $M^{\Lambda, \Lambda + \beta_i}$ for some $i \in Q/kQ_L$. So it is sufficient to show that all the $M^{\Lambda, \Lambda + \beta_i}$ have the same quantum dimension.

Recall the decompositions

$$L_\beta(k, \Lambda) = \bigoplus_{i \in Q/kQ_L} V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]} \otimes M^{\Lambda, \Lambda + \beta_i}$$

and

$$L_\beta(k, 0) = \bigoplus_{i \in Q/kQ_L} V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]} \otimes M^{0, \beta_i}.$$

Since $L_\beta(k, \Lambda)$ is an irreducible $L_\beta(k, 0)$-module, we see that

$$L_\beta(k, 0) \cdot V_{\sqrt[kQ_L]} \otimes M^{\Lambda, \Lambda + \beta_i} = L_\beta(k, \Lambda)$$
for any \( i \in Q/kQ_L \). Here we use \( X \cdot W \) to denote the subspace spanned by \( u_nW \) for \( u \in X \) and \( n \in \mathbb{Z} \) where \( X \) is a subspace of a vertex operator algebra and \( W \) is a subset of a \( V \)-module. It follows that

\[
\bigoplus_{j \in Q/kQ_L} V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} \beta_j} \otimes M^{0,\beta_j} \cdot V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} (\Lambda + \beta_i)} \otimes M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i} = L_{\mathcal{G}}(k, \Lambda).
\]

This implies that

\[
V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} \beta_j} \otimes M^{0,\beta_j} \cdot V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} (\Lambda + \beta_i)} \otimes M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i} = V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} (\Lambda + \beta_i + \beta_j)} \otimes M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i + \beta_j}
\]

for all \( j \). By Lemma 4.3, \( V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} \beta_j} \otimes M^{0,\beta_j} \) is a simple current. It follows from Lemma 2.10 that

\[
q\dim_{K(g,k)} M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i + \beta_j} = q\dim_{K(g,k)} M^{0,\beta_j} \cdot q\dim_{K(g,k)} M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i} = q\dim_{K(g,k)} M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i}.
\]

The proof is complete.

We now can give an explicit expression for the quantum dimension of any irreducible \( K(\mathfrak{g},k) \)-module \( M^{\Lambda,\Lambda} \). Recall from [9] that the quantum dimension

\[
q\dim_{L_{\mathcal{G}}(k,0)} L_{\mathcal{G}}(k, \Lambda) = \prod_{\alpha > 0} (\alpha + \rho, \alpha)_q (\rho, \alpha)_q
\]

(see Introduction).

**Theorem 4.5.** For any \( \Lambda \in P^+_\Lambda \) and \( \lambda \in \Lambda + Q \),

\[
q\dim_{K(g,k)} M^{\Lambda,\Lambda} = q\dim_{L_{\mathcal{G}}(k,0)} L_{\mathcal{G}}(k, \Lambda).
\]

**Proof.** The proof is a straightforward computation by noting that the irreducible modules of \( V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L} \) are simple currents:

\[
q\dim_{L_{\mathcal{G}}(k,0)} L_{\mathcal{G}}(k, \Lambda) = \lim_{q \to 1} \frac{\text{ch}_q L_{\mathcal{G}}(k, \Lambda)}{\text{ch}_q L_{\mathcal{G}}(k, 0)}
\]

\[
= \lim_{q \to 1} \frac{\sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} \text{ch}_q V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} (\Lambda + \beta_i)} \cdot \text{ch}_q M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i}}{\sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} \text{ch}_q V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} \beta_i} \cdot \text{ch}_q M^{0,\beta_i}}
\]

\[
= \lim_{q \to 1} \frac{(\sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} \text{ch}_q V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} (\Lambda + \beta_i)} \cdot \text{ch}_q M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i}) / (\text{ch}_q V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L} \cdot \text{ch}_q K(g,k))}{(\sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} \text{ch}_q V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} \beta_i} \cdot \text{ch}_q M^{0,\beta_i}) / (\text{ch}_q V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L} \cdot \text{ch}_q K(g,k))}
\]

\[
= \sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} \lim_{q \to 1} \frac{\text{ch}_q V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L + \sqrt{\kappa} (\Lambda + \beta_i)} \cdot \text{ch}_q M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i}}{\text{ch}_q V_{\sqrt{\kappa} Q_L} \cdot \text{ch}_q K(g,k)}
\]

\[
= \sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} \lim_{q \to 1} \frac{\text{ch}_q M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i}}{|Q/kQ_L|} \cdot \frac{\text{ch}_q K(g,k)}{|Q/kQ_L|}
\]

\[
= q\dim_{K(g,k)} M^{\Lambda,\Lambda + \beta_i}
\]

for any \( i \in Q/kQ_L \).
We remark that one can also use the $S$-matrix given in [43] to compute the quantum dimension of $M^{\Lambda, \Lambda}$ from the definition. But it will be very complicated as we do not have a complete classification of the irreducible $K(g, k)$-modules at this point.

For an arbitrary simple vertex operator algebra $V$ and a finite automorphism group $G$ such that $V^G$ is regular, the quantum dimensions of irreducible $V^G$-modules are determined in terms of the quantum dimensions of $g$ twisted modules for $g \in G$ recently in [26]. Theorem 4.5 also follows from these results easily.

5. Classification of the irreducible modules and the fusion rules

In this section, we classify the irreducible $K(g, k)$-modules and determine the fusion rules.

By Theorem 3.3 there are at most $\frac{|P^k||Q/kQ|}{|P/Q|} |Q/L| |P/Q|$ inequivalent irreducible $K(g, k)$-modules. We prove that there are exactly $\frac{|P^k||Q/kQ|}{|P/Q|} |Q/L| |P/Q|$ inequivalent irreducible $K(g, k)$-modules. Namely, the identification given in [25] is complete.

**Theorem 5.1.** Let $g$ be a simple Lie algebra and $k$ a positive integer. Then there are exactly $\frac{|P^k||Q/kQ|}{|P/Q|} |Q/L| |P/Q|$ inequivalent irreducible $K(g, k)$-modules.

**Proof.** Recall that $L_{\sqrt{\bar{g}}}^0(k, 0) = \bigoplus_{i \in Q/kQ_L} V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{k}} \beta_i \otimes M^{0, \beta_i}$. By Theorem 2.9 and Lemmas 2.10 and 4.3 we have

\[
\text{glob}(V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L} \otimes K(g, k)) = \text{glob}(L_{\sqrt{\bar{g}}}^0(k, 0)) \cdot \left( \sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{k}} \beta_i \otimes M^{0, \beta_i} \right)^2
\]

\[
= \text{glob}(L_{\sqrt{\bar{g}}}^0(k, 0)) \left( \sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} \text{qdim} V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{k}} \beta_i \cdot \text{qdim} K(g, k) M^{0, \beta_i} \right)^2
\]

\[
= \text{glob}(L_{\sqrt{\bar{g}}}^0(k, 0)) |Q/kQ_L|^2.
\]

From Lemma 2.10 or Lemma 4.7 of [26] we have

\[
\text{glob}(V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L}) \text{glob}(K(g, k)) = \text{glob}(L_{\sqrt{\bar{g}}}^0(k, 0)) |Q/kQ_L|^2.
\]

We need to determine the global dimension of $V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L}$ first. Note that $V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L}$ has exactly $|\langle \sqrt{k}Q_L \rangle^0 / Q_L|$ inequivalent irreducible modules [11] and each irreducible is a simple current. It is evident that $\langle \sqrt{k}Q_L \rangle^0 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{k}} Q_L^0$. Then

\[
\text{glob}(V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L}) = \sum_{i \in \frac{Q_L}{\sqrt{k}Q_L}} (\text{qdim} V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L + \lambda_i})^2 = |Q_L^0 / kQ_L| = |P/kQ_L|,
\]

where we have used Lemma 3.11 in the last equality.
Also recall that the irreducible $L_{\bar{g}}(k,0)$-modules are $\{L_{\bar{g}}(k,\Lambda) \mid \Lambda \in P^k_+\}$. Using Theorem 4.5 gives
\[
\text{glob}(L_{\bar{g}}(k,0)) = \sum_{\Lambda \in P^k_+} |Q/kQ_L| \cdot (qdim_{L_{\bar{g}}(k,0)} L_{\bar{g}}(k,\Lambda))^2
= \sum_{\Lambda \in P^k_+} |Q/kQ_L| \cdot (qdim_{K(g,k)} M^{\Lambda,\lambda})^2
= \sum_{\Lambda \in P^k_+} \sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} (qdim_{K(g,k)} M^{\Lambda,\lambda + \beta_i})^2,
\]
where $\lambda$ is any fixed element in $\Lambda + Q$. So we get
\[
\text{glob}(K(g,k)) = \frac{\text{glob}(L_{\bar{g}}(k,0)) |Q/kQ_L|^2}{\text{glob}(V_{\sqrt{k}Q_L})}
= \frac{\text{glob}(L_{\bar{g}}(k,0)) |Q/kQ_L|^2}{|P/Q||Q/kQ_L|}
= \frac{\text{glob}(L_{\bar{g}}(k,0)) |Q/kQ_L|}{|P/Q|}
= \frac{\sum_{\Lambda \in P^k_+} \sum_{i \in Q/kQ_L} (qdim_{K(g,k)} M^{\Lambda,\lambda + \beta_i})^2}{|P/Q|}.
\]
It follows from Theorem 3.3 Lemma 3.4 that the identification in Theorem 3.3 is complete and $K(g,k)$ has exactly $|P^k_+||Q/kQ_L|$ inequivalent irreducible $K(g,k)$-modules. □

Finally we determine the fusion rules among the irreducible modules for $K(g,k)$. Let
\[
L_{\bar{g}}(k,\Lambda_1) \boxtimes L_{\bar{g}}(k,\Lambda_2) = \sum_{\Lambda^3 \in P^k_+} N_{\Lambda_1,\Lambda_2}^{\Lambda_3} L_{\bar{g}}(k,\Lambda_3),
\]
where $\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2 \in P^k_+$ and $N_{\Lambda_1,\Lambda_2}^{\Lambda_3}$ are the fusion rules for the irreducible $L_{\bar{g}}(k,0)$-modules.

**Theorem 5.2.** Let $\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2 \in P^k_+$ and $i, j \in Q/kQ_L$. Then
\[
M^{\Lambda_1,\Lambda_1+\beta_i} \boxtimes M^{\Lambda_2,\Lambda_2+\beta_j} = \sum_{\Lambda^3 \in P^k_+} N_{\Lambda_1,\Lambda_2}^{\Lambda_3} M^{\Lambda_3,\Lambda_1+\Lambda_2+\beta_i+\beta_j}.
\]
Moreover, $M^{\Lambda_3,\Lambda_1+\Lambda_2+\beta_j}$ with $N_{\Lambda_1,\Lambda_2}^{\Lambda_3} \neq 0$ are inequivalent $K(g,k)$-modules.

**Proof.** We first prove that $M^{\Lambda_3,\Lambda_1+\Lambda_2+\beta_j}$ with $N_{\Lambda_1,\Lambda_2}^{\Lambda_3} \neq 0$ are inequivalent $K(g,k)$-modules for $\Lambda^3 \in P^k_+$. Note from Theorem 3.3 Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 5.1 that
\[
M^{\Lambda_3,\Lambda_1+\Lambda_2+\beta_i+\beta_j} = M^{\bar{\Lambda},\Lambda_1+\Lambda_2+\beta_i+\beta_j}
\]
for some $\Lambda^3, \Lambda \in P^k_+$ if and only if $\bar{\Lambda} = (\Lambda^3)^{(s)}$ for some $s$ with $a_s = 1$ and
\[
\Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2 + \beta_i + \beta_j + k\Lambda_s - (\Lambda^1 + \Lambda^2 + \beta_i + \beta_j) \in kQ_L.
\]
That is, $\Lambda_s \in Q_L$. But this is impossible [25].
For any $\Lambda^3 \in P_k^+$ let $N^{\Lambda^3, \Lambda^1+\Lambda^2+\beta_i+\beta_j}_{\Lambda^1,\Lambda^1+\beta_i,\Lambda^2+\beta_j}$ be the fusion rules determined by the irreducible $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$-modules $M^{\Lambda^1, \Lambda^1+\beta_i}, M^{\Lambda^2, \Lambda^2+\beta_j}$ and $M^{\Lambda^3, \Lambda^1+\Lambda^2+\beta_i+\beta_j}$. We claim that

$$N^{\Lambda^3, \Lambda^1+\Lambda^2+\beta_i+\beta_j}_{\Lambda^1,\Lambda^1+\beta_i,\Lambda^2+\beta_j} \geq N^{\Lambda^3}_{\Lambda^1,\Lambda^2}.$$  

For short we set $\lambda = \Lambda^1 + \beta_i$ and $\mu = \Lambda^2 + \beta_j$. By Proposition 2.3 we know that

$$N^{\Lambda^3}_{\Lambda^1,\Lambda^2} \leq N^{L_{\hat{g}}(k, \Lambda^3)}_{V^{\mathfrak{g},\mathfrak{q},L} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{q}} M^{\Lambda^1, \lambda}, V^{\mathfrak{g},\mathfrak{q},L} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{q}} M^{\Lambda^2, \mu}} = N_{V^{\mathfrak{g},\mathfrak{q},L} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{q}} M^{\Lambda^1, \lambda}, V^{\mathfrak{g},\mathfrak{q},L} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{q}} M^{\Lambda^2, \mu}}.$$  

Using Proposition 2.4 and the identity

$$N_{V^{\mathfrak{g},\mathfrak{q},L} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{q}} M^{\Lambda^1, \lambda}, V^{\mathfrak{g},\mathfrak{q},L} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{q}} M^{\Lambda^2, \mu}} = 1$$

from [15] proves the claim.

From the discussion above, we see that $\sum_{\Lambda^3 \in P_k^+} N^{\Lambda^3, \Lambda^1+\Lambda^2+\beta_i+\beta_j}_{\Lambda^1,\Lambda^2} M^{\Lambda^1, \Lambda^1+\beta_i} \boxtimes M^{\Lambda^2, \Lambda^2+\beta_j}$ is a $K(\mathfrak{g}, k)$-submodule of $M^{\Lambda^1, \Lambda^1+\beta_i} \boxtimes M^{\Lambda^2, \Lambda^2+\beta_j}$. On the other hand, by Theorem 4.5 we have

$$\text{qdim}_{K(\mathfrak{g}, k)} M^{\Lambda^1, \Lambda^1+\beta_i} \boxtimes M^{\Lambda^2, \Lambda^2+\beta_j} = \text{qdim}_{K(\mathfrak{g}, k)} M^{\Lambda^1, \Lambda^1+\beta_i} \text{qdim}_{K(\mathfrak{g}, k)} M^{\Lambda^2, \Lambda^2+\beta_j} = \text{qdim}_{L_{\hat{g}}(k, 0)} L_{\hat{g}}(k, \Lambda^1) \text{qdim}_{L_{\hat{g}}(k, 0)} L_{\hat{g}}(k, \Lambda^2) = \text{qdim}_{L_{\hat{g}}(k, 0)} L_{\hat{g}}(k, \Lambda^1) \boxtimes L_{\hat{g}}(k, \Lambda^2) = \sum_{\Lambda^3 \in P_k^+} N^{\Lambda^3, \Lambda^1, \Lambda^2} \text{qdim}_{L_{\hat{g}}(k, 0)} L_{\hat{g}}(k, \Lambda^3) = \sum_{\Lambda^3 \in P_k^+} N^{\Lambda^3, \Lambda^1, \Lambda^2} \text{qdim}_{K(\mathfrak{g}, k)} M^{\Lambda^3, \Lambda^1+\Lambda^2+\beta_i+\beta_j}.$$

So the quantum dimension of the submodule $\sum_{\Lambda^3 \in P_k^+} N^{\Lambda^3, \Lambda^1, \Lambda^2} M^{\Lambda^1, \Lambda^1+\Lambda^2+\beta_i+\beta_j}$ of $M^{\Lambda^1, \Lambda^1+\beta_i} \boxtimes M^{\Lambda^2, \Lambda^2+\beta_j}$ equals the quantum dimension of $M^{\Lambda^1, \Lambda^1+\beta_i} \boxtimes M^{\Lambda^2, \Lambda^2+\beta_j}$. The theorem follows immediately. \qed
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